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Abstract
Land issues have the potential to, and actually do generate a lot of conflicts and controversies in
rural communities. In Northern Ghana, certain dilemmas, animated controversies, and conflicts
about land rights, the resolution of which sometimes leads relatively innocuous compromise later
manifest in several negative ramifications. For women in particular, the above negativities associated with land are even more pronounce and more protracted. This research adopted a case study
approach to conduct this survey. The specific techniques used for data collection and analysis include: stratified group discussions, focus group discussions, key informant interview, phased assertion (confrontational dialogue), and critical arena analysis. The major findings include the fact
that both men and women stated that land allocation to women is a regular affair now. It is the
aspect of outright long-term ownership and user rights that are still very restricted. Since women
do not sacrifice to the land her role in land sacrifices will be problematic. Women would prefer to
acquire such formalized rights in their husbands’ homes, with the understanding that they could
pass rights so acquired to their sons. Because of the intricate nature of land and the complications
therein, and for the avoidance of perpetual conflicts, the women opted for increasing user-rights
rather than ownership or controls of land. The concept of ownership, in their local language, was
very nebulous to the women. Some were quick to state that they never wanted to own land. The
study thus recommended that the socio-cultural values and practices in the area were inimical to
any reforms to mainstream women in land issues. An extensive education and re-education of
communities, linked with exposing them to best practices elsewhere are recommended. An endogenous development approach is recommended for such an education. There is a need to
strengthen dialogue between women and men on issues of land. When men appreciate the benefits of making land available to women it facilitates the ease of giving out land. Economic empowerment of women is also recommended as a way of making land more accessible to women. The
women contend that when they have money or wealth in the form of livestock, these assets make
it easier for them to either rent land or engage in some form of traditional land tenure arrangement to acquire land for farming purposes.
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1. Introduction
The issue of land has always been seen as “an all men’s affair”. This is the perception that is purported of traditional land ownership and management systems and has become stereotypical or the mindset of many. Unfortunately this perception has made in-roads into formal discourses on land and even policies are not altogether clear
on women and land issues. Most of the official pronouncements on land tend to restrict ownership to Chiefs and
Tindaabas (traditional “ownerships”—institutions that are predominantly male). Then community, family and
individually owned lands are another cluster of ownership arrangements and that subsumes that women are catered for (but not explicitly so) [1].
Very little effort exists in allowing women themselves to articulate their position in this matter. The historical
ramifications that have led to these perceptions are not well known. What arrangements out of the ordinary are
made by traditional institutions to cater for women cases with respect to land is unclear. The frustrations, marginalisation, and conflicts that have emerged out of the historical usurpation of women’s rights to land need to
be brought to the fore.
Recently there are projects and programme to address land issues in Ghana and in so doing streamline land
administration. CARE International has become an active partner to this initiative. The fear exists, and genuinely so that if women issues are not drummed up in their various ramifications, they will once more be left out altogether, marginalised (by wholesale workshop approach where women have nominal representation), or be
spoken for (also by a select group of women) without the voices of the poor and disadvantaged woman been
heard.

2. Land Issues in Perspective
Several writers acknowledge the fact that land issues have the potential to; and actually do generate a lot of conflicts and controversies [2]-[5]. Even when a state has only limited ambitions of direct interference in land matters, land issues can be greatly affected by the State’s ambition to organise and re-organise the local level structures [6] [7]. Thus, there is often an intimate linkage between the desire for increase in agricultural productivity
by the state and the interference in land administration at the rural community level [5] [8]-[10]. In Northern
Ghana, certain dilemmas animated controversies and conflicts about land rights; the resolution of which sometimes leads relatively innocuous compromise which later manifest in several negative ramifications. As posited
by [11] [12], for the women in particular, the above negativities associated with land are even more pronounce
and more protracted. [3] [5] state that women interests are undermined, their agendas are ignored, their ownerships and controls of land as a resource are undervalued.
Triangulating the findings with an earlier study we did with their male counterparts (unpublished) showed that
at various stages local leadership has tried pragmatic efforts to deal with a number of dilemmas, conflicts, and
controversies in associated with women and land tenure system:
 The men vehement ally argue for the fact that they prefer that the natural evolution of land tenure should not
be interfered with, either on the one hand by introducing foreign principles and theories not understood by
the people, or, by introducing issues of gender.
 Consequently, there were serious fears among the men that local chiefs and land holders would be subject to
land speculation and ultimately be victims of alienation if women were brought into the equation.
 Giving women the absolute rights of ownership would tend to disrupt the socio-cultural fabric of the people,
and so, too, would the indiscriminate allocation of land for women to cultivate.
 The men saw the Tindana as the only institution with administrative capacity to manage the land, and sufficient protect the interests of all, and since this institution is male dominated, land, by extension, is a male affair.
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 However, the men recongise the fact that, things are either changing or need to be changed as regards their
lands. This change, they argue, should be gradual and should be within their cultural context in order to
avoid the many conflicts that may arise leading to the dismembering of the society.

3. Methodology
A case study approach was adopted for this exercise [13] [14]. However, to make the cases fairly representative,
the spread cover the Upper East Region as widely as possible. From the far east of the Region, Kanjaga and
Chobsa were the communities interviewed in the Builsa District, and Pungu of Navrongo in the KassenaNankani District. In the Bolgatanga area, Kalbeo, and Nangodi were chosen. From Bawku West Bugri were visited.
A combination of methods used included:
 Stratified Group Discussions. This meant separating the men and women and interviewing the groups separately. In some cases they were brought together and made to confront one another and in others the findings
remained separated.
 Focus Group Discussions. These were mixed groups of elderly men and women with land rights or potential
rights to land.
 Key Informant Interview. A one-on-one interview with traditional institutions (men, women, and youth),
elders, and some functionaries (also Government like teachers and extension staff from the area) living in the
community.
 Phased Assertion, Confrontational Dialogue and Critical Arena Analysis had to be adopted to break initial
barriers and mind-sets.
In whichever case, the findings were later processed in discussions by a larger group.

4. Discussion of Findings from the Case Studies
Our recent findings on women and land confirm our earlier research [15] and also the findings in Zimbabwe of
[16], and work done by [17] in Southern Africa. The findings underscore the fact that traditional ties between
rural people (also women) and land are not only material but also religious or spiritual. Land belongs to God
(“Naawin”, “Yini”, Allfather), the ancestors or their spirits, founders of the lineage, clan or tribe interred therein,
and the yet unborn.
To demonstrate this, landmarks such as certain hills, ponds, trees are named after ancestors whose spirits they
honour. Every descendant (man or woman) is entitled to enough of this land to support his family. It is allotted,
most often by the “Kosug-dana” (landowner—not necessarily the Tindana—one with spiritual responsibilities
for especially Traditional Protected Lands (TPL)). Other forms of allotments are by family, family head, clan, or
by individual as in husbands allotted land to their wives and sons.
It is important to state here that the Tindana is not necessarily synonymous to owners of land. Tindanas are
the custodians of spiritual lands and trees, sacred lands and trees, and any unclaimed property that is found in
the village. They perform all spiritual requirements of the land. Tindanas may double as agricultural land owners where they have land to farm on their own or they may be found borrowing land from others for farming
purposes.
The tribal territories of land are guarded and protected by the spirits of the ancestors buried there, particularly
by those of the oldest founding ancestors. These are often very powerful spirits who guide many aspects of the
daily life of the family or tribe in order to keep harmony with the natural environment.
Land use allocations are by consultations. There are layers and levels of intensities of consultations. They
might be simple and informal or formalised with sacrifices and other specialised performances by special persons (including spirit mediums). Change of “ownership of land” often goes through similar practices. This engenders the need to define ownership of, especially, rural lands.
Ownership of land for both men and women in the rural sector is, from OUR studies, a nebulous concept. Is
there outright ownership even for the men? What do we mean by ownership and is there such an ownership
concept among rural people (men and women)? How is this operationalised and how can we better understand
and deal with the various nuances therein? How do we marry or reconcile the spiritual under-pinning of land
with our material interpretations? These and many more are questions raised by our recent exercise into Women
and land.
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This said, I now introduce some shades of ownership that I encountered in current work. The Study found out
that the first position that is often generally taken is that women do not own lands in northern Ghana and that is
final. The statement is made by both men and women that, “… we own the women or they own us. Not to talk
about the land. This is no issue for discussion. It has been so and will continue to be so; period!!!” Breaking
through this mind-set required tack and experience. With a bit of phased assertion and confrontational dialogue
and also refereeing some critical arenas, the following findings have been an eye-opener for the interviewer and
the respondent, and a rich occasion for learning for all including the youth who sat round to listen in.

4.1. Ownership
The following understandings of land ownerships were revealed (these were not any very different from the
men):
1) Absolute and permanent ownership. Here the occupant has all the rights to use the land and the trees for
whatever purpose including out-right sale in consultation with family members.
2) Absolute ownership of land but not the trees. Except for the trees, the occupant has all the rights to use the
land for whatever purpose including out-right sale in consultation with family members.
3) Ownership of the land in so long as the occupant is using for agricultural purposes or the purpose for which
it is designated for only. For all other uses the occupant has to consult the owner.
4) Temporary ownership. This is as seasonal use of land. After each season the land goes back to the owner.
5) Sale of land is rare. Symbolic exchanges occur to guarantee land use rights.
6) Obligations for consultations spread over all titled and non-titled arrangements.

4.2. Why Do Women Not Own Land?
The initial responses to this question by the women themselves include the following:
 Women used not to be in full-time farming like they do today. They used be supportive to their husbands and
therefore did not need land on their own.
 Because they are not permanent members of their father’s homes.
 Because they have come from a different place to be at their husbands homes.
 Because their permanency cannot be guaranteed.
 Because they are not good managers so if entrusted with a valuable commodity like land may misuse it.
 Women cannot and do not sacrifice to the spirits of land hence do not satisfy the ultimate qualifications to
own land.

5. Case Probes
5.1. Among the Builsa
There are rare instances when women own land:
 When a woman comes from the Tindana family, she has right to land ownership and can and do claim land
when they are still in their father’s home. This right, which temporary, is lost when she decides to marry and
she cannot also pass it on in old age or death.
 There is guaranteed access to land (by the ancestral spirits) for all members of the family (male or female).
 There is also guaranteed equitable sharing of benefits from land (by the ancestral spirits) to all members of
the family.
 Communal lands and traditionally protected lands (shrines, groves, sacred places and trees) are owned by all.
 Because of labour constraints, land requirements of women are usually very small.
 There are certain cultural practices (including sacrifices) that are done to publicly declare that a piece of land
belongs to a woman. Even then she does not own the trees and confiscations of such lands, though rare, are
possible.
 When a man has all daughters, female headed homes, and widows have their own lands but have to consult
the male members of the family on its use.
 These day women are given productive lands by their husbands to themselves. If husband dies the land remains the woman’s own. But when the woman dies the one of the Brothers of the man or the man who performs her funeral takes that land. Ownership of this cannot be passed on automatically.
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 No performance is required for a husband to give part of his “Nagang” (land in front of his house that is his
own—not family or communal land) to his wife. Proof of ownership is for her to continuously cultivate that
piece over time.
 The Builsas also see land as an aspect of “power and authority”. Men do not want see some of this power
taken away from them and it is also a potential for conflict to have two lines of authority as reflected in land
ownership.
As to Their Views of the Status Quo
They are quick to mention that now women are farmers not helpers and will want to have their own lands distinctively identified. They are also quick to say that the situation is not like before when men do not give women
land. Now they give. They give poor lands and sometimes very rich lands. In some cases they women say which
piece they prefer. This is because the men have noticed the women’s ability to bring in income for the use of the
family thus liberating the man’s own for his personal use.
This notwithstanding, women will want to maintain the situation as it is. Why?
 They cannot meet the sacrifices and the spiritual requirements of the land.
 They are not good managers of land and mismanage it.
 The risk is that the men might give them so much land that they cannot cultivate or exploit their labour by
allocating them land and sit back to watch them suffer.
The men welcomed the idea of formalising women ownership of the land. Why?
 The inheritance system might deny your wife and children of land when you die. Hence there is the need to
guarantee that they have property.
 It is not only for today. The girls now go to school and therefore are or will be different so we need to prepare for some securities for them and land is one major security.
 What about the sacrifices that have to be done on the by the men only? The reply is that things are changing
these days. Some of their Brothers have land but are down south for many years so not sacrifices are done to
those lands.
When asked where they would prefer to acquire such formalised land rights, the women said in their husbands’
homes.

5.2. Among the Kalbeo People
There is the need to mention a special phenomenon here. When a male family head realises that he has only
women in his line, in order to perpetuate that line one of the girls is chosen to sit at home and have children for
the family. Also a well to do woman might keep other women as wives and they intend have children for her. In
these instances the woman is seen as a man and therefore owns land and has land rights like all other men in the
community. Hence is easy to find female “Kusog Daanas”. Also if the Tindaana family is left with only women,
one of them becomes the Tindaana and performs all the duties of the Tindaana that a man would.
Here too land allocation/sharing is done once.
Rare instances when women own land include:
 When a woman comes from the Tindana family, she has right to land ownership and can and do claim land
when they are still in their father’s home. This right, which temporary, is lost when she decides to marry and
she cannot also pass it on in old age or death.
 There is guaranteed access to land (by the ancestral spirits) for all members of the family (male or female).
 There is also guaranteed equitable sharing of benefits from land (by the ancestral spirits) to all members of
the family.
 Communal lands and traditionally protected lands (shrines, groves, sacred places and trees) are owned by all.
 When a woman owns the lands she owns the trees standing on it.
 The woman has a free hand to use the land she owns for whatever purpose including construction and sale.
 When Brothers share land (which they do very often these days), when one dies and the children are still
young the land belongs to the wife. It cannot be taken from here by any family member.
 When a man has all daughters, female headed homes, and widows have their own lands but have to consult
the male members of the family on its use. Also once a woman is accepted or given the responsibility as the
head of the home, she automatically controls all land. It was put this way, “… once you control the men, you
also control the land”.
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 When the woman’s land holding is too large, she is free to sub-let portions of it and the royalties are paid to
her directly not to any male member of the family.
 When a man dies, his land holdings are available to any male member of the family provided that person assumes responsibility for the upkeep of the wife and children of the previous owner. When there is no one
prepared to shoulder such responsibility, the land remains the property of the woman and her kids. First the
woman takes over ownership until the sons are grown enough to take it over. But if she has only daughters, it
becomes the woman’s own land.
As to Their Views of the Status Quo
The women noted here too that these days women are farmers not helpers and will want to have their own lands
distinctively identified.
The men agree with the women and added that if only it is to formalise what obtains now not to introduce new
conflicts.
Both the men and women take the position is that land allocation to women is a regular affair now. It is the
aspect of outright ownership that needs regularisation.
The issue of sacrifice to the land was raised and discussed. Since women do not sacrifice to the land what
happens to the woman’s land? The conclusion was that since the husband will be alive or there will be male
members sacrificing to family lands in general at the beginning of the rainy season, this sacrifice will be all encompassing. It will not leave out the woman’s land, more so if the woman makes a contribution to the sacrifice
by offering some of her harvest.
When asked where they would prefer to acquire such formalised land rights, the women said in their husbands’
homes.

5.3. Among the Nabd of Nangodi
5.3.1. Agricultural Land
 An unmarried woman can access land control it and own it as long as you live.
 Can ask an individual for a small piece of land to farm on but after your death it could be reclaimed depending on how you children will be nice to them. A group of female farmers can ask the Tengdana for land,
control it, own it, and benefit from it; but when the group ceases to exist the land reverts to the Tengdana.
 When a woman’s husband dies the land the man used as his farm is taken back by the family head. The family head then gives a portion of the land to the widow to use until she also dies.
 When the land is given to the woman and her husband by the Tengdana, the widow will still have access to
the land without having to ask her husband’s relatives for permission to use it. The land becomes the property of the widow and her husband’s children.
 If the land belongs to the woman’s husband’s family the family head will be in control when her husband
dies.
 If the land belonged to the extended family of the widow’s husband the family head will own the land that
the widow and her husband owned and used. If the land was owned by the woman and her husband because
the Tengdana gave it to them the widow will be in ownership of the land when her husband dies.
 The benefits of agricultural land on which a widow farms are for the widow and her children if she has any.
5.3.2. Forests and Fuel Wood
 Have access to firewood from our community woodlots.
 Fuel woodlands that were on our family land were controlled by us.
 Fuel wood land on our father’s land was controlled by our family. However fuelwood lands that belong to
the entire village was owned by Tengdana. The forest reserve was owned by the Tengdana.
 Bebefits include, cooking, collecting grass for thatch roofs and mats.
5.3.3. Fruit Tree Land
 Have unimpeded access to communal fruit tree lands.
 Fruit tree on other people’s land was not accessible.
 Have no control over fruit tree lands.
 Fruit tree lands on our father’s land belonged to our father; those in the communal areas belonged to the
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Tindana.
 The benefits of what I pick from fruit tree land are for our family.
5.3.4. Reserve Lands for Future
 Women have very limited access to reserve lands with no controls over them.
 Reserve lands are for the community and are owned and managed by the Tengdana.
 If the farms women are currently using are not productive we will have virgin lands to cultivate.
5.3.5. Construction and Housing
 Have access to land for construction through our husband.
 Women’s control is dependent on our husband. For as long as he does not take the land back I am in control
of it.
 For as long as the man does not take the land back I am the owner.
 Benefits are shared with the husband.

6. Conclusions
In conclusion, this study noted from the women that:
 Since women in these days are farmers and not helpers, they will want to have their own lands distinctively
identified. They are also quick to say that the situation is not like before when men were reluctant to give
women land. Now they give but they give very poor agricultural lands.
 In a few cases, the women are given the opportunity to decide which piece they prefer. This is because the
men have noticed the women’s ability to bring in income for the use of the family thus reserving the man’s
own for his personal use. Some do so in anticipation of the women investing in fertility improvements of
those lands such that when the men are taking them back then their value is enhanced.
 Both men and women take the position that land allocation to women is a regular affair now. It is the aspect
of outright long-term ownership and user rights that are still very restricted.
 The issue of sacrifice to the land was raised and discussed. Since women do not sacrifice to the land what
happens to the woman’s land? The conclusion was that since the husband will be alive or there will be male
members sacrificing to the family lands in general at the beginning of the rainy season, this sacrifice will be
all encompassing. It will not leave out the woman’s land; more so if the woman makes a contribution to the
sacrifice by offering some of her harvest.
 When asked where they would prefer to acquire such formalized rights, the women said in their husbands’
homes, with the understanding that they could pass rights so acquired to their sons.
 Because of the intricate nature of land and the complications therein, and for the avoidance of perpetual conflicts, most of the women interviewed opted for increasing user-rights rather than ownership or controls of
land.
 To support this position they argued that their major crops are annuals and not perennials (vegetables and
legumes). This allows them to navigate through the short-term tenets that they are forced into by their male
counterparts.
 The concept of ownership was very nebulous to the women. Discussing it with the local dialect caused some
apprehension by the women. Some were quick to state that they never wanted to own land. They even queried their dual identity, belonging to their fathers’ homes and their husbands’ homes. Which should be the
basis for allodia rights?

7. Recommendations
For the way forward the following recommendations were made:
 The socio-cultural values and practices as obtained now are inimical to any reforms to mainstream women in
land issues. An extensive education and re-education of communities; linked with exposing them to best
practices elsewhere is recommended. An Endogenous Development Approach [18] is recommended for such
an education.
 There is the need to strengthen dialogue between women and men on issues of land. When men appreciate
the benefits of making land available to women it facilitates the ease of giving out land. Workshops and fora
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were recommended as opportunities through which intensive gender based advocacy activities can be implemented in a participatory fashion to disabuse the minds of men and women on gender-based discrimination on land.
 Economic empowerment of women was also proposed as a way of making land more accessible to women.
The women contend that when they have money or wealth in the form of livestock, these assets makes it
easier for them to either rent land or engage in some form of traditional land tenure arrangement to acquire
land for farming purposes. Alternative livelihood schemes (beekeeping, shea butter and groundnut processing, or rearing of small ruminants and poultry etc.) were therefore proposed as activities that can make this
objective a reality.
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